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PROTOTYPE RULE-BASED RELIABILITY

ANALYSIS FOR VLSI CIRCUIT DESIGN

Final Report

Contract F30602-92-C-0069 (Task N-3-0016)

ABSTRACT

This report describes the accomplishments during the contract period (October 13, 1992,
to October 12, 1993) on the computer-aided analysis of CMOS device and circuit degradation
due to hot-carrier effects. The task involved four subtasks: (1) Parametric macromodeling
of hot-carrier-induced dynamic degradation in MOS VLSI circuits; (2) The development of
the rule-based circuit reliability diagnosis program iRULE; (3) Tester chip design to verify
the geometry-based macromodels; (4) Fast timing simulation tool ILLIADS-R to estimate
hot-carrier-induced device and circuit degradation.

In order to estimate the hot-carrier reliability for circuits of over one million transistors
in short time, we have developed new macromodels for hot-carrier-damaged CMOS logic
circuits. In these macromodels, the hot-carrier damage can be expressed as functions of
designable parameters such as transistor size (W), output loading capacitance (CL) and the
input signal slew rate (a). Based on these macromodels, a reliability rule checking program
iRULE has been developed. iRULE uses a table-lookup method to quickly pinpoint the
critical transistors in the circuit. iRULE has also been successfully technology transferred
to AT&T Bell Labs to estimate the circuit hot-carrier lifetime.

The fast timing reliability simulation tool ILLIADS-R is also used for circuit hot-carrier
reliability estimation. A hierarchical reliability evaluation system can be formalized to
achieve both quick diagnosis and accurate reliability analysis of very large scale integrated
circuits.



1 Introduction

Hot-carrier induced damages in MOS transistors cause reliability problems in VLSI circuits.

The conventional approach of post-fabrication reliability qualification has become increas-

ingly costly, causing a significant lengthening of the design cycle, especially when design

changes are mandated due to unforeseen reliability problems. It is being recognized that

important reliability issues have to be addressed rigorously in the design phase long before

the post-manufacture reliability qualification. The development and use of accurate relia-

bility simulation tools are therefore crucial for early assessment and improvement of circuit

reliability: the long-term reliability of the circuit estimated through simulation can be com-

pared with predetermined reliability specifications or limits. If the predicted reliability does

not satisfy the requirements, appropriate design modifications should be made to improve

the resistance of the devices to degradation. This cycle may be repeated several times until

the simulated reliability of the circuit meets the desired specifications. The ultimate goal of

CAD for reliability is to develop user-friendly and useful software tools that can be readily

integrated into existing CAD frameworks and environments.

Previous efforts toward building accurate reliability estimators have focused on developing

simulation-based tools [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Reliability simulation is, however, inherently slow,

particularly since the transient electrical analysis must incorporate the aging of the device

parameters during simulation. Much more efficient CAD tools-such as reliability diagnosis

programs-are required in order to solve this bottleneck problem. The reliability simulation

of such large circuits would simply take too long to be practical. The case of the layout

rule checker is an illustrative parallel: without such a program, layout designers would have

been forced to resort to process simulation tools to detect potential shorts and opens in

interconnects, etc. Layout rule checking tools based upon worst-case analysis have been

successfully used for the layout design of VLSI circuits containing millions of transistors.
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The strong push toward increasingly shorter design cycles without sacrificing reliability and

performance mandates the development of reliability diagnosis tools. In particular, a fast

reliability estimation tool and a design-for-reliability aid which can provide the designer with

quick feedback are very much needed.

In order to meet such demands, a rule-based circuit reliability diagnosis program, iR-

ULE, has been developed. Currently, iRULE is capable of quickly estimating hot-carrier

induced device degradation in CMOS digital circuits, even for large circuits consisting of

more than one million transistors. iRULE avoids simulation, but instead employs netlist-

and geometry-based rules to determine the potentially critical transistors in the given circuit,

and a macro-model (look-up) table containing hot-carrier degradation values as a function

of circuit parameters. The table entries can be generated from the macro-models developed

in [7, 8] or through experimental measurements and used to identify critical transistors.

Since iRULE does not rely on transient simulation, hot-carrier reliability diagnosis of CMOS

digital circuits can be carried out very efficiently.

iRULE is based on a set of geometry-based design rules to improve long-term reliability

that can be readily applied to device and circuit design. The extent of hot-carrier damage

that each nMOS transistor experiences during dynamic circuit operation is determined pri-

marily by its terminal voltage waveforms, and it is influenced by such parameters as gate

voltage rise time, drain voltage fall time, channel width, channel length, and input signal

frequency. The challenge in developing reliability-oriented design rules is to identify a set

of relevant device and circuit parameters, and to express the hot-carrier-related dynamic

degradation of nMOS transistors under circuit operating conditions as a simple function of

these design parameters. A parametric reliability measure is developed for estimating the

hot-carrier induced degradation based on the layout geometry. The macro-model derivation

is presented in this report. It is based on the well-known interface trap generation model [9]
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and is consistent with degradation models used in most reliability simulators [1, 3, 4]. The

analysis results obtained by using the macromodel for various simple circuit configurations

agree with recently published experimental findings [10, 111.

A fast timing reliability simulation tool ILLIADS-R is also introduced. ILLIADS-R can

provide a computational speed up of several orders of magnitude, while achieving an accuracy

comparable to that of transistor-level circuit simulators. ILLIADS-R uses a newly developed

simple empirical damaged MOSFET model to estimate hot-carrier degradation. ILLIADS-R

combined with iRULE can be used as a reliability estimation system for very large circuits,

where iRULE serves as the front-end tool to pinpoint the hot spots and then ILLIADS-R or

some other circuit level simulators can be used for more accurate analysis of hot spots and

neighboring circuits.

In the next section, the hot-carrier-induced mechanisms leading to oxide damage in MOS-

FET devices, physical models for elastic scattering and impact- mechanisms and the interface

trap generation model will be briefly reviewed. This model forms the basis of the macromodel

development and the iRULE reliability evaluation approach.

1.1 Hot-carrier induced device and circuit degradation

The hot-carrier induced degradation of MOS transistors is caused by the injection of high-

energy electrons and holes from the channel into the gate oxide region near the drain. The

"damage" is in the form of localized oxide charge trapping and/or interface trap generation,

which gradually builds up and permanently changes the oxide-interface charge distribu-

tion [12], [13], [14]. There are two mechanisms which are mainly responsible for the injection

of charged particles into gate oxide. They are (i) elastic scattering of channel hot-electrons,

and (ii) creation of high-energy electron-hole pairs by impact ionization [9], [15].

While charge trapping is attributed to electrons injected into the gate oxide through
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elastic scattering, the interface trap generation process is primarily due to impact ionization.

Recent experimental results show that the oxide damage due to charge trapping occurs

mainly under the condition Vbs : VGs which corresponds to the bias condition for peak

electron injection current by elastic scattering, while interface trap generation is observed

under the stress bias condition VDs - 2 VGs where a peak impact ionization current is

reached [13], [14]. Thus, it has been suggested that interface traps are predominately created

by electrons and holes injected through impact ionization.

When the nMOS transistor is operating in the saturation region, a certain percentage

of the hot electrons moving horizontally along the channel create electron-hole pairs by

collisions near the drain. The holes created by this process are collected by the substrate,

creating the drift component of the substrate current. While most of the created electrons

are attracted toward the drain junction, some high-energy electrons and holes are injected

into the gate oxide, and contribute to the degradation of gate oxide. Since the majority

of holes created by this process constitute the rather easily measurable substrate current

ISUB of the MOSFET, the substrate current has been considered a reliable and convenient

monitor of the amount of hot-carrier degradation in nMOS transistors [16], [17].

A general expression for the substrate current is found as [9]

rSUB = CI IDS exp qAE (1)

Here 4$i is the impact ionization energy, Oi/qEm is the distance that an electron must travel

in the electric field E. to gain energy Oi, and exp(-OZ/qAE,•) is the probability of an

electron traveling a sufficient distance to gain energy 4i or more without collision. Since IDS

is the rate of electron flow, IDs exp(-i/qAE,,,) is thus the rate of supply of hot electrons

possessing energies greater than 0i. The parameter C1 has beed experimentally determined

as C1 :- 2 and is actually a weak function of the maximum channel electric field E. [18).



Equation I can also be written as

ISUB Em IDS exp - (2)

where a and 03 are impact ionization coefficients.

As mentioned above, the substrate current ISUB results from the hole generation by the

channel hot electrons through impact ionization. The expression for the maximum channel

electric field E, based on a pseudo two-dimensional approach was shown to be [18], [191,

[201

Em = V/A2(VDS - VDSAT) 2 + E.2.- A(VDs - VDSAT) (3)

where E3 .t is the critical field for velocity saturation, which is of much smaller interest than

that of Ema, and VDSAT is the drain voltage at which the carrier velocity saturates. A is treated

as a process-dependent parameter and its value needs to be determined experimentally for

each technology. A practical expression for substrate current is described as [21]

ISUB = (VDS - VDSAT) IDS exp A (VDs - VDSAT) (4)

1.2 Interface trap generation

It is well-known that the MOSFET degradation is dominated by the generation of acceptor-

type interface traps, which are localized in a narrow band near the drain and reduce local

mobile carrier density and mobility. One microscopic mechanism is that a hot elect:on breaks

a silicon-hydrogen bond [22]. If the resultant trivalent silicon atom recombines with hydro-

gen, no interface trap is generated. If the hydrogen atom diffuses away from the interface, a

new interface trap is generated. The interface traps responsible for device degradation are

generated by hot electrons having energies larger than 3.7 eV, which is about the silicon-

hydrogen bond energy plus the barrier energy.

The electro-chemical reaction for this process is described as
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=SiH hot - Si + Hi

A hot electron breaks the - SiH bond to produce Si', trivalent silicon atom, i.e.,

interface traps, and Hi, interstitial hydrogen atom.

Approximating the high-energy tail of the electron energy distribution by Maxwell-

Boltzmann statistics, the portion of the channel current density which consists of electrons

with kinetic energies higher than Oit,e can be expressed as the bond-breaking current:

I1B = IDs exp (it, 5)Ws - "•qA.E,, .(5

where W is the channel width and IDs/W is proportional to the electron density, and E..

represents the maximum lateral electric field along the channel. The theory of hot-carrier

degradation suggests that the bond-breaking current be related to the substrate current and

the drain current by the following formula [9]:

IEB = (C2ISU) (6)

where n is approximately 0.5, and m is around 3. Although the substrate current ISUB

was long regarded as an indicator of hot-carrier damage in nMOS transistors, the quantity

'SUBI/l'D1 has been shown to be a better measure of the interface trap generation process

responsible for degradation [9], [11].

The rate of bond breakage by hot electrons may be expressed as KIBB, where K is

proportional to the density of the silicon-hydrogen bonds (- SiH) at the interface. The

rate of Si" and Hi recombination may be expressed as Bp Nit nH(0), where Nit is the interface

trap density, nH(O) is the concentration of Hi at the interface and Bp is a process-dependent

constant. Thus, the net rate of interface trap generation is [9]

dN-- = K IB- Bp Nit nH(0) (7)
dt
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Also, the rate of interface trap generation is equal to the rate of interstitial hydrogen diffusing

away from the interface, which can be approximated with

dNit (8
dt = DH nH(O)/XH

Here DH and XH are the effective diffusion constant and the effective diffusion length of

hydrogen, respectively. By eliminating the nH(O) term in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the following

differential equation is obtained:

dNVt( XH Nt) = K IBB (9)

d(1+ Bp-DH

This is the equation that governs the long-term interface trap generation process by hot-

electron injection, under static operating conditions.

Hu et al. have approximated the solution of Eq. (9) by the following simple power-law

expression [9]:

Nit(t) = C [t lBE]n (10)

Here, the exponent n is in the range of 0.5 to 1. This expression has been widely used for

estimating the hot-carrier induced interface trap generation in nMOS transistors.

The dynamic behavior of interface trap generation can be described by the quasi-static

model [1], [23], [24]

I to+TiBrd]
Ni(t) = C t-0 IBB(T)dT

- C[t<IBB>I'h  (11)

where < IBB > is the average bond-breaking current during one cycle period, it provides an

accurate measure of the dynamic device hot-carrier degradation.

The enhancement of nMOS device degradation reported for dynamic operating conditions

will not be considered in the following analysis. The enhanced dynamic degradation has been

linked to hot-hole injection into the gate oxide, a mechanism which is not pronounced in
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circuits operating with a power supply voltage VDD _< 5 V, as in most CMOS VLSI circuits.

Also the relatively less significant degradation of pMOS transistors is not considered in this

report. However. the pMOS degradation issue remains as a future research topic especially

for deep submicron CMOS technology.

1.3 Circuit performance degradation

An often-practiced reliability evaluation of CMOS technology with respect to hot-carrier

induced degradation is based on dc stress (static stress) experiments of single transistors.

A 10% transconductance change is usually set as the lifetime criterion. Single transistor

parameters such as linear-mode drain current shifts, transconductance, and threshold volt-

ages are monitored for degradation estimation. As described in the previous section, the

hot-carrier degradation can be expressed as [9]

degradation = C t] (12)

where degradation denotes Aldo/Id~o, AŽgm/go, AVth described above, W is the device

channel width, n is approximately 0.5, and m is around 3.

However, since the actual device operation is dynamic in nature, the operation-related

lifetime is of more interest. For example, during the switching of a logic gate, the individual

transistors are exposed to a sequence of switching gate and drain voltages. As mentioned in

the previous section, we know that the ac-stress lifetime can be determined by the so-called

quasi-static model [11, [23], [24]:

degradation = (j fC2I• dt)n (13)

This quasi-static model has been shown to correctly predict ac degradation in the 1 MHz

range for inverter-like waveforms. However, it has been reported that the quasi-static model

underestimates ac degradation rates at tens of MHz.
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2 Macro-model development for hot-carrier resistant

CMOS circuits

A parametric macro-model for CMOS inverter circuit hot-carrier degradation was derived,

based on the interface trap generation model described in the previous section. Based on

this macro-model, hot-carrier degradation has been studied on other CMOS circuit con-

figurations. In the developed hot-carrier related degradation macro-model, the damage is

expressed as functions of the the input signal slope and the ratio of transistor size(W,) to

load capacitance(CL). The dependence of degradation on these circuit parameters is studied.

It is shown that the input signal slope(a) has a much stronger influence on degradation than

the -atio of transistor size to load capacitance. Design-for-reliability rules for CMOS circuits

can also be developed using this macro-model.

2.1 Measure of hot-carrier damage

The hot-carrier related degradation of the I-V characteristics of nMOS transistors is at-

tributed primarily to the generation of localized oxide-interfate traps near the drain when

the transistor is operating in the saturation region. Interface traps (states) are generated in

nMOS transistors by hot electrons and hot holes, which upon injection into the Si - Si02

interface break the electron pair bonds. The resulting interface trap may easily acquire an

electron when the device is in strong inversion and become negatively charged. Thus, the

charge distribution in the oxide interface is largely influenced by the existence of the inter-

face traps. Sah [25] has postulated that the breaking of silicon-hydrogen bonds by the hot

carriers is the dominant mechanism of trap generation. Thus the bond-breaking current is a

good evaluation of the amount of damage. From the theory of hot-carrier degradation, the
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following relation can be achieved:

RB C2 'sCUB (14)18 XWn i•Ij;

Since

ISUB - Em IDS exp E.

the bond-breaking current density can be written as a function of terminal voltages, and

device parameters as

B = (A--)••D (D - VDSAT) m exp( -mB, (15)
(=•S \VDS - VDSAT(

Here, A,, Bi, m, 1, are all constants, W,, is the device width, and m • 3. Equation (15) is

rewritten as

KBB = IDS (VDS - VDSAT) 3 exp (D --KZ•SAT (16)

where K1 and K2 are constants. The macro-model developed in the following section will

be based on this equation.

The above equations can evaluate the damage only for static stressing conditions. The

bond-breaking currents were assumed to be constant over time. However, for the long-

term interface charge accumulation under dynamic operating conditions, Leblebici [26] has

proposed a method to use the so-called average bond-breaking current over one cycle period

for degradation estimation.

The rate equation for generation of interface states (Nit) is

dNt [1 + BP XNit] = K<IBB> (17)
dt DH

By assuming that <JBB > is independent of Nit, the exact solution of Eq. (17) is

Nit + XmNi=K<IBB>t (18)
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where < IJB > represents the average value of the bond-breaking current over one period, DH

and XH represent diffusion constants, and K and Bp represent process-dependent coefficients.

It is clear from this solution that < IBB > provides an accurate measure for the amount of

hot-carrier induced damage Nit that each MOS transistor experiences.

2.2 Macro-modeling of CMOS inverter degradation

The average bond-breaking current is shown to be a good measure of hot-carrier degradation.

Previous simulation results show that the rising input dominates the hot-carrier degradation

compared to the falling input for an inverter circuit. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus, the

following analysis assumes that all of the degradation occurs during the rising input.

A simple CMOS inverter is shown in Fig. 2 along with typical input and output wave-

forms. The bond-breaking current occurs only when the transistor is on and operating in

the saturation region, i.e., IBB # 0 when VGS > VT and VDS > VDSAT.

Assume that a ramp input is applied to the circuit:

VGs(t) = a t + VT (19)

where a represents the input slope at VGs = VT and is defined as

AV
a-

"T'riae

here, AV = Vi, - VT, and the time taken for the AV change is ri,,• as shown in Fig. 2.

When the transistor is in saturation, the following two equations are satisfied:

IDS = K3 (YVGS VT)' (20)

VDSAT = VGS -VT (21)

where, K 3 = p,,CoxWI,,2L. By combining these two equations with Eq. (16), the following
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expression is obtained:

I'B = WK K (V. s - VT) 2 (VDs - VGs + VT) 3 exp (vDS - Vs + VT (22)

With input as a function of time, the output voltage VDS can also be found as a function of

time.

From the circuit,

IDS = -CL dVDS (23)
dt

dVDs K 3 (Vs T)2 K3a2t
d----i - V--Oa (24)

By integrating from 0 to time t and knowing VDS(O) = VDD, we arrive at

VDS(t) dVS= -- a

Thus,

1 K3 2tVDs(t) VDD - K- a2t3  (25)
3CL

Now the bond-breaking current equation can be expressed as a function of time:

KBE = W7K3 (at)2 (VDD - at - at)3 exp ( -K a (26)IBB~ ~ C ( -L VDD-•-at - a t

Figure 3 shows a typical bond-breaking current pulse as a function of time t described

by Eq. (26).

The average bond-breaking current, which is found to be an accurate measure of hot-

carrier induced damage during dynamic operation, is calculated as

<'IB> = • IBB(t)dt = -(J IBB(t)dt + IBB(t)dt) (27)

where T is the period of the input signal and t' is the time point when the transistor gets

out of saturation region. The result of this integration gives < IBB > as a function of the

input slope a, the device size K 3 and thus W, and the load capacitance CL.
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Since IBE = 0 from t' to T, the actual integration is carried out from 0 to t', and t' can

be found by setting

VDS(t') = VGs(t') - VT (28)

By substituting Eq. (19) and Eq. (25) into both sides of Eq. (28), it is found that

3'3 3 ' 3CLVDD =0 (29)
t + 3a K3a2

One possible real solution for t' is

2i 2 F2 2 )2 +(3 3(0

where
3CL

P K3 a
3 CLVDD

q- K3 a 2

The average bond-breaking current corresponds to the area under the curve shown in

Fig. 3. It can be expressed as a function of two design parameters, a and K3/CL. Since

K 3 = j&,CoxW,,2L, the functional relationship between degradation and important circuit

parameters in CMOS inverter can be described by

If T
< IBB > = T IBB(t)dt = f (a, W.1CL) (31)

The result is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows the normalized degradation of the nMOS

transistor in a CMOS inverter circuit as a function of input signal slope a and the W,./CL

ratio, where a is ranging from 1 V/ns - 10 V/ns and W,/CL from 40 ptm/pF - 400,pm/pF.

It is seen that the degradation is reduced with increasing input signal slope a. This is because

the transistor stays in the saturation region for a shorter time. It is also seen that increasing

the W,,/CL ratio leads to less degradation.
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Another interesting result is that the dependence of degradation on input signal slope

a is stronger than its dependence on the WR/CL ratio. Since a, the input signal slope

is determined by the previous stage pull-up transistor, the pMOS transistor size in the

previous stage is an important factor. The result also shows that the influence of W,/CL

upon degradation is stronger with longer input rise time (smaller a) and the effect of W,/CL

becomes negligible at fast input rise time.

2.3 Design-for-reliability rules for CMOS inverter circuits

The macro-model developed in the previous section can thus he used for deriving the fol-

lowing simple design-for-reliability rules for CMOS inverters: (i) lower power supply voltage

leads to less degradation; (ii) faster input signal rise time leads to less degradation; (iii) larger

WICL ratio leads to less degradation. The significance of input rise time was not strongly

emphasized previously although it proves to be more important than the W,,/CL ratio. Thus,

the pMOS transistor size in a CMOS inverter of the previous stage is an important design

consideration.

2.4 Hot-carrier degradation of CMOS logic gates

The macro-model for CMOS inverter degradation can be extended to CMOS logic gates with

some minor modifications. Examples of NAND and NOR gates degradation are discussed

in the following. It is shown that in both cases, equivalent inverters can be derived and

used. This method also agrees with the results of circuit level simulator iSMILE simulation

program.

In CMOS NAND gates, only the uppermost nMOS transistor in the series structure

experiences hot-carrier induced degradation during rising input. The degradation is found

to be significantly larger for the case in which the input voltage of the uppermost transistor
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arrives later than the those of the lower transistors. The worst-case scenario is that all of

the lower inputs are in the logic state "one" and the uppermost input switches from "zero"

to "one."

Figure 5 shows the equivalent inverter circuit configuration in order to estimate the up-

permost transistor degradation. The effect of the lower nMOS transistors in series connection

is reflected by a voltage source [27]. The pMOS transistor in the equivalent inverter has the

same size as the pMOS transistors in a NAND gate, as does the uppermost nMOS transistor.

The degradation of the uppermost nMOS transistor can be calculated using the expres-

sions derived for a simple CMOS inverter circuit in the previous section using the equivalent

circuit. It was shown that the degradation can be estimated with Eq. (16) by setting the

source voltage at the source end of the uppermost nMOS transistor to approximately 0.2 V

instead of 0 V. This confirms the iSMILE circuit simulation results.

In CMOS NOR gates, where the nMOS transistors are connected in parallel between the

output node and ground, the drain-to-source voltage of each nMOS tranbistor is equal to the

output voltage. When all inputs are low initially, the output load capacitance is discharged

when one (or more) of the inputs is forced from the low to high voltage level. In this case, only

the nMOS transistor with the earliest- arriving rising input voltage will experience significant

hot-carrier damage, since the other parallel transistors (receiving later-arriving inputs) will

not operate in deep saturation due to the already reduced drain voltage. If more than one

transistor is turned on simultaneously, the capacitive discharge current is shared among

the conducting transistors, thereby reducing the amount of degradation. As an example, if

two input signals arrive simultaneously in a multi-input NOR gate, the degradation of both

nMOS transistors is equivalent to the degradation of a single inverter transistor with twice

the channel width. This is shown in Fig. 6 where A and B have the same input signals,

which arrive earlier than that of C. The expressions derived for the degradation of CMOS
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inverters can be used for NOR gate structures by modifying the equivalent channel width

2.5 Design of CMOS scaled inverter chain buffers for

hot-carrier reliability

As a result of improving technology, device dimensions and capacitances on VLSI chips have

decreased rapidly. However, the dimensions and capacitances of chip packages and printed

wiring connections have remained about the same. Since for MOS circuits the propagation

delay is directly proportional to capacitance load, using a normal gate or inverter to drive

an off-chip load would result in a long propagation delay. Special output buffer circuits

employing a cascade of several progressively larger stages can be used to reduce such delay.

In this section, the overall propagation delay for scaled inverter chain buffers is first

discussed. Then, the degradation due to hot-carrier effect is analyzed. In order to consider

both propagation delay and circuit degradation, a cost function is defined as the product of

the two. An optimum value of the s-.aling factor F is derived for the tradeoff between speed

and degradation. This leads to the a design guideline for scaled inverter chain buffers.

2.5.1 Minimum overall propagation d..,lay

From CMOS circuit transient theory, the propagation delay of a CMOS inverter circuit is

given by

1 (tPHL + tPLH) (32)

where tPHL is defined as the time required for the output voltage to iall from VOH to VWo% -

'(VOL + YOH). Similarly, t PLH is the rise time interval needed to charge output capacitance

from VOL to Vs0%, as shown in Fig. 7. The tpHL and tPLH can be obtained from the following
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equations [281:

tPHL = n{v )V~ - [I (Vom -+VO) -l(33)MO Vo - -VT" (VO + V P-O L)

where

C=., (34)
K (YVoM - VT.)

and
rp 21V~pl (VoH+- VOL)

tPLH {(VoH v I) + In I ('VOH + VO)1 (35)

where

=pC~ (36)
K,(Voll - IVTp)I

If the CMOS inverter is designed in a completely complementary manner with Kn = Kp and

VT, = IVTpI = VT, then the propagation delay time is

tP = tPHL = t PLH

It is seen that the delay is directly proportional to the load capacitance.

The total propagation delay can be reduced by replacing an inverter with a scaled in-

verter chain buffer. Figure 8 shows a scaled CMOS inverter chain buffer. The calculation

of the optimum scaling factor F for minimum overall delay will be first reviewed for self-

sufficiency. Suppose that the input capacitance for this inverter chain is Ca and the output

load capacitance is CL. The number of stages in this chain is N, and F is the fan-out factor,

the capacitance seen by each stage relative to that seen by the preceding stage. Either N

or F is the independent design parameter. Define the propagation delay of one minimum

size stage driving another identical stage (F=1) as tpo. Then, the overall delay for the buffer

is [29]

=t, N F tpo (37)

The relation between N, F, and the overall capacitance ratio is given by

F N = CL (38)
Co
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i.e., N must satisfy

N= In .CL/CG (39)

The overall delay is expressed by scaling factor F as

In CLICG F tpo (40)
InF

To find the minimum value of total propagation, the first derivative of Eq. (40) with

respect to F is set equal to zero.
&total 0-=0
OF

1 (1 )2=0
InF lnF

F =e = 2.72 (41)

Thus, at the optimum, the total delay in the output buffer is

ttat = 2.72 In CL/CG tpO (42)

This improves the total propagation delay compared to the single inverter case. The device

sizes for the first stage are those typical of the on-chip logic. Each following stage in the

output buffer has device channel width F times wider than that of the preceding stage.

2.5.2 Degradation as a function of scaling factor F

The hot-carrier induced degradation for CMOS scaled inverter chain buffers can also be

expressed as a function of circuit parameters such as input rising time, transistor size, and

load capacitance. But because of the special structure of the buffer, some simplifications can

be made, and a direct relation between the average bond-breaking current and the scaling

factor F is found.

The input signal slope is defined as

AV

Trie
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Since tro represents the propagation delay when the transistor sizes are the same for each

stage, i.e., F = 1, then F tpo is the delay when the scaling factor is F. Thus,

a = 'A (43)

F tpo

where AV is the voltage change during the time period F tPo. The Wn/CL ratio in the macro-

model can also be found as a function of F. Figure 9 shows the ith stage in the inverter chain.

It is clear that the next stage capacitance is dominated by the gate capacitance, i.e.,

CL = C,+, = Cox (,IV + 1, 1 'n)i+1 L (44)

where Cox is the oxide capacitance. Assuming equal channel length L for all transistors, if

the channel widths for pMOS and nMOS transistors on stage i are Wp,i and Wn,j, respectively,

then for this scaled inverter chain, the next stage transistor widths are Wp,i+l= F Wp,i and

W,,i+l = F W,,,j where F is the scaling factor. Thus,

w_ = w .,i (45)

CL Cox (W + W ,,), L

For a completely complementary CMOS circuit with Kn = Kp, we have

p,, W. = lp Wp (46)

Equation (45) can be replaced as

CL W,,i+i (1 + Wp,,+1/W,,i+1 ) Cox L

W,i 1(47)
W.,i+l (1 + j,J/jp) Cox L

It is seen that

F Ci+ Wi+l = W,,i+4  Wp,i+l

Ci W• Wn,i Wpi
Thus, the ratio of Wn/CL can finally be expressed as a function of F and some constants:

W n 1 AP (48)

CL (ap +1 un)Cox L
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Applying Eq. (43) and Eq. (48) to the macro-model Eq. (31). the relationship between

degradation and scaling factor F is obtained. Figure 10 shows that degradation is linearly

dependent on F. This result can be applied to any stage, and it is clear that < IBB > depends

only on the scaling factor F. Once F is chosen, all stages experience the same amount of

degradation.

2.5.3 Design tradeoff between speed and degradation

An important design goal for the scaled inverter chain buffer would be to reduce total prop-

agation delay and hot-carrier degradation at the same time. From the analysis of previous

sections, two important results are found out. First, each single inverter within the inverter

chain buffer experiences the same amount of hot-carrier degradation, which depends only on

the scaling factor F. Second, the degradation is a linear function of F. Let us define a cost

function to be the product of the total propagation delay and the inverter degradation, i.e.,

let the product

P = < IBBi > ttota0  (49)

be a cost function, where < IBBi > represents the degradation on the ith stage and tto*ta

represents the total propagation delay for the inverter chain. In this way, the minimization of

the product tends to provide a good compromise between the degradation of the buffer and

the total switching delay. Suppose the amount of degradation on one stage equals < IBBo >

when F=l, i.e., an inverter chain with all of the inverters having the same size. Then, for

an arbitrarily chosen F, the degradation on this stage will be

< IBi > = F < IBBO > (50)

Using Eq. (37),

ttotai = N F tpo (51)
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the cost function becomes

P = F < IBBo > N F tP = N F2 < IBBo > tP (52)

Equation (39) is shown again here

N- In CL/CG (53)In F

The minimum of Eq. (52) subject to the constraint in Eq. (53) is found by taking the partial

derivative of P with respect to F, i.e..

O =0 (54)

OF PF lnF C1
(2FInF- F) In CL <IBBO> tPO (55)

(In F)2  CG

The solution for F is

F =v =1.65 (56)

The result indicates that the degradation-delay product is minimized when the scaling factor

F equals the square root of the base of natural logarithms. The linear dependence of degra-

dation on F is shown in Fig. 11 along with the normalized propagation delay and degradation

product cost function. Notice that the propagation delay curve for a typical scaled inverter

chain reaches its minimum if the scaling factor F = e. The dotted line is the normalized

cost function and its optimal value is reached at F = Ve = 1.65.

In general, two different scaling factor values may satisfy a given maximum delay require-

ment. In such a case, Fig. 11 indicates that an inverter chain with a smaller scaling factor,

i.e., with a larger number of stages, is expected to be more reliable than an inverter chain

with a larger scaling factor and with the same overall propagation delay.
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The figure also shows that although F = 1.6.5 is the optimum value for the minimization

of the delay-degradation product, the propagation delay is very high. On the other hand, the

propagation delay is not changing much beyond the point F = e. even at about F = 5. Based

on this observation, using a larger scaling factor is not advisable, since the degradation is

linearly increasing with F. In view of both the delay and the hot-carrier degradation, F = 2

may be a good choice.

2.6 Design of nMOS transmission gates for hot-carrier

reliability

The transmission gate is often used in logic circuits. It is found that in nMOS transmission

gate circuits, the transistor experiences significantly more hot-carrier damage during the

charge phase than during the discharge phase [30]. As the transmission gates are turned

on and off, charge sharing occurs between the source and drain nodes. The worst-case

degradation is considered when the drain is already in logic "one," i.e., at VDD, and the

load capacitance is connected to source. The source voltage is found when a ramp input is

applied to the gate, and the macro-model is used for degradation estimation.

Figure 12 shows an nMOS transmission gate circuit with the drain end is at VDD and a

source voltage equals to zero. A ramp input is applied to the gate with slope a during the

charge-up phase.

VG(t) = at + VT (57)

thus,

VGs - VT = VG - Vs - VT = at - Vs (58)
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As the transistor starts to turn on, the load capacitance is being charged up.

dVs K 3  K 3
dt = "L-(vGs- Vr) 2 = Ey(at - vs) 2  (59)

The above equation can be rewritten as

d Vs K3V 2 2K3 V K3 a2 t2 (60)

t CL S CL CL

which is a Ricatti differential equation. The solution for this equation is found out to be:

,a'a',_, exp(- 2 t, RK•-) - I

VS GCL Vxp( CLi/1 -1 + at (61)
V K3 exp(-2. t iR) + 1

V L

The hot-carrier degradation of a transmission gate can be measured using the average

bond-breaking current. Equation (16) is written again here:

K, - K2  (

IBB = 'Ios(VDS - VDSAT) 3 exp(Vs VDSAT (62)

During charging of the load capacitance, the drain current of the nMOS transmission gate

can be expressed as

IDS = K 3 (VGS - VT)2

= K3(at- Vs)'

=-K 7!CfLCX(11) (63)

and "the depth of saturation" can be found as a function of t:

VDS - VDSAT = VD - VS - (VGS - VT) = VDD - at (64)

Thus, the bond-breaking current is expressed only as a function of the input signal slope a,

the transistor size, the load capacitance and time t, which will be eliminated after calculating

the average value of bond-breaking current:

2

K, 3)K 2  GCL 2__ L___ I
IBB = K3W(VDD -a t)3 exp aVt) CL )CLJ (65)

24 D K3 exp(-2t /R3) I
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where

K3  C ox W
2 CL

and

K3 = K3W

With K3 being a constant independent of transistor channel width, Eq. (65) now becomes

'B = K~ 1  Vi - t) 3  ex ( -KI2 at) .( a CL exp(-2 tVa- K7 K ) -1 )2 (6

The average value is found the same way as for the CMOS inverter case:

< IBB >= fo IBB(t)dt (67)

Hence, the resulting hot-carrier induced damage during the charge-up phase is described by

a parametric closed-form expression, which is a function of the input signal slope a and the

W,/CL ratio.

< lB >= f(a, WK/C (68)

Figure 13 shows the expected degradation of the nlV7"S transmission gate transistor as

a function of a and W./CL. In this case, the input signal slope is changing from 1.0 V/ns

to 10.0 V/ns, and W,/CL ratio from 40.0 prm/pF to 400.0 um/pF.

2.7 Summary

This section has presented a parametric macro-model approach for the evaluation of hot-

carrier-related degradation of MOS transistors operating in digital logic circuits. Previously,

the simulation approach has been used for reliability analysis, but it is inefficient for reliability

assessment of very large scale integrated circuits. Geometry-based macro-models for reliabil-

ity estimation have been developed. Design parameters that are critical to circuit reliability

can be identified from the circuit layout and can be used as parameters of macro-models.
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Some design-for-reliability rules have been developed, based on-the new macro-models for

early diagnosis of potential reliability problems in CMOS circuits.

The macro-models for MOS circuits degradation are based on the well-known interface

trap generation model for hot-carrier degradation. It is found out that the average bond-

breaking current < IBB >, which is an accurate measure of the amount of hot-carrier degra-

dation when the transistor is operating in saturation region, can be expressed as a function

of layout geometry related parameters such as the nMOS transistor channel width W•, the

load capacitance CL, and the input signal rise time a.

For CMOS inverter circuits driven by a ramp input, hot-carrier induced damage occurs

primarily during the rising input phase. The degradation is a function of two designable

circuit parameters, the input signal slope a, and the ratio of the nMOS transistor channel

width to load capacitance (W,,/CL). In fact, the input slope a is primarily determined by

the (Wp/CL) ratio of the previous inverter stage. It is seen that < IBB > increases with

decreasing a and with decreasing (W,,ICL). Another important result is that the influence

of the input signal slope a upon degradation is stronger than that of the (W,,/CL) ratio.

The developed macro-models can thus be used for deriving the following simple design-

for-reliability rules for CMOS inverters:

(i) Smaller input signal rise time leads to less degradation: < IBE >Oc lI/a-S;

(ii) Larger (W,,ICL) ratio leads to less degradation: < IBE >Oc 1I(WK/CL)0 3.

The pMOS transistor size of the previous stage must also be regarded as an important

design consideration for long-term reliability, because of the strong influence of input rise

time upon dynamic degradation.

In scaled CMOS inverter chain buffer circuits, the nMOS and pMOS transistor channel

width to channel length ratios WIL of each inverter stage are F times larger than that of

the proceeding stage. It is found that each nMOS transistor in the chain experiences the
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same amount of hot-carrier degradation. This amount of degradation is a linear function

of the scaling factor F. Considering the tradeoff between the speed and the performance

degradation during switching, a cost function is defined as the product of the hot-carrier

degradation and the total propagation delay. An optimum value is obtained for this cost

function when F equals VAe.

In CMOS NOR gates, only the nMOS transistor with the earliest arriving rising input

will experience significant hot-carrier related degradation. The macro-model for CMOS

inverters can be used for NOR gate structures by modifying the equivalent channel width

W.. In CMOS NAND gates, only the uppermost nMOS transistor in the series structure

experiences hot-carrier induced degradation during rising input. The degradation is found

to be significantly larger for the case in which the uppermost input arrives later than the

lower inputs.

The nMOS transmission gate circuit is also studied. The hot-carrier damage appears

much more extensive during the charge up phase than during the discharge phase. The

degradation can also be expressed as a function of a, the input signal slope and the (Wa/CL)

ratio.

One application of the derived design rules for hot-carrier degradation is the development

of a rule-based reliability diagnosis tool. The tool should be able to determine how the

overall circuit performance is affected as a result of component aging; it should also be

able to identify which circuit components are mainly responsible for the degradation of

circuit performance. This tool can basically be a rule-checking program. It reads in a

circuit description file, such as a SPICE type input file, and gives the expected hot-carrier

degradation of critical transistors as output.

The design of a tester chip is necessary for on-chip verification of the design-for-reliability

rules for hot-carrier degradation. The testing results will give feedback and calibration for
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the developed macro-model.

The next two sections will discuss these issues.

3 Tester chip design

A tester chip has been designed for hot-carrier reliability testing. The chip has been fabri-

cated by MOSIS. The technology is CMOS n-well 1.2pm LDD structure. The test structure

contained four different parts in order to measure device and circuit hot-carrier degradation

for CMOS circuit and for nMOS passgates.

According to the developed macromodel, the hot-carrier degradation of CMOS inverter

and nMOS passgate is a function of the signal input slope, the transistor sizing, and the

capacitive loading. The tester chip is so designed to verify the macormodel, and the testing

results may further provide information on design guidelines and suggest design rules for

hot-carrier reliability consideration.

The tester chip is made up of four separate test structures, each with 24 accessing pads.

"* The first structure contains seven single transistors, with four nMOS and three pMOS

transistors. Each transistor can be accessed by its source, drain, gate, and substrate

node shown in Fig. 14.

"* The second test circuit is made up of CMOS inverters with different transistor sizing

and CMOS passgates. The purpose of this design is to find out how degradation

depends on WICL ratio while having the same input slope. Notice there are three

CMOS passgates attached to each inverter stage. They serve different purposes. When

stress is applied to the inverters, the input passgates are on while the output passgates

are off in order to avoid any noise from the output pad. When testing is performed, the

input passgates are off and the output passgates are on, so is the passgate to access the
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gate node of CMOS inverter. In this way all the nodes of the transistor under stress

can be accessed. The first stage inverter is used to generate the input slope. Figure

15 is the structure of the circuit.

e The third circuit consists of three similar structures, one inverter stage to generate

input slope for the next stage under testing. Each testing stage receives different rising

slope because of the capacitance added to decrease the slope and to eliminate the

accessing passgate to increase the slope. SPICE simulations show that the slope can

not be made very steep because of the parasitics. This is shown in Fig. 16.

* The fourth chip Fig. 17 is for nMOS passgate testing with same input slope and different

W/CL ratios. Also in this chip are EOS/ESD test circuits with I/O protection.

Another design is a test circuit containing passgates and an XOR gate shown in Figure 18.

This design was fabricated by AT&T Bell Labs. Initial measurements were performed. The

purpose of this design is to find out how the effect of the hot-carrier degradation on device

will affect circuit performance. The idea is to detect any signature in the output of a circuit

due to hot-carrier induced degradation of a transistor. The designed circuit consists of two

nMOS passgates each driven by an inverter stage. One passgate is to be stressed while the

other one is kept fresh. During the measurement, the output of the two passgates are fed

into an XOR gate. If both passgates are fresh, they should have the same delay properties

and thus the output of the XOR will always be zero. But if a passgate is aged, then the delay

through it will be different from the delay through the fresh transistor. Thus, the output

of XOR will become one. Through iSMILE simulation and SPICE simulation, we found a

spike at the output of the XOR, and its height is a function of load capacitance of the XOR

gate, the pull up ability of the XOR, which is the ratio of W,/W. and the delay difference

of the two signal paths.
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The circuit is implemented using an AT&T standard cell library, with proper transistor

sizing.

4 Reliability rule checking program-iRULE

A new macromodel-based reliability diagnosis program (iRULE) is presented for design of

hot-carrier resistant VLSI circuits. iRULE detects first the potentially critical transistors

by using netlist- and geometry-based rules and then determines the criticality of hot-carrier

degradation in those transistors by using macromodels. The algorithmic complexity of iR-

ULE is shown to be linear with respect to the number of logic gates. iRULE is capable

of performing reliability diagnosis for standard CMOS combinatorial and sequential circuits

including transmission gates. However, it can not handle CMOS circuits with nMOS loading

or resistive loading at this stage.

The current version of iRULE provides a circuit-level, worst-case analysis of hot-carrier

related reliability problems. However, the rule-based reliability diagnosis framework is ex-

tendable to encompass other sources of reliability hazards such as electromigration and

electrical overstress, as illustrated in Fig. 19. The significant benefits that iRULE offers,

over the traditional simulation-based reliability diagnosis approaches, are:

1. Ability to analyze very large circuits with more than one million transistors on a

workstation,

2. Very short execution time, and the algorithmic complexity of iRULE is linear in the

number of transistors in the circuit.

These benefits can be exploited by adopting iRULE as the front-end tool in a hierarchical

design-for-reliability system. The transistor-level circuit description (for example, the output
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of a layout extraction tool) is first given to iRULE, and iRULE quickly highlights the critical

transistors in the design. The designer can then take this information to:

1. Carry out more detailed analysis of the relevant (small) parts with greater accuray

using switch-level reliability simulation tools such as ILLIADS-R [5] or circuit-level

reliability simulators such as iSMILE [2, 31 and BERT [6], in order to fine tune the

circuit in accordance with the desired reliability specifications, and/or

2. Re-design the relevant parts of the circuit.

The macro-models developed in [7, 8] form the basis for iRULE, being responsible for some

of the netlist- and geometry-based rules employed by iRULE in determining the potentially

critical transistors, and for the look-up table of hot-carrier degradation values-given as a

function of certain circuit parameters.

The accuracy of these macro-models have been verified by comparing the predicted

amount of degradation in the nMOS transistor (using the macro-models) with circuit-level

reliability simulation results using iSMILE (Fig. 20) [2, 3]. The observed deviation of about

10% between the macro-model results and the circuit simulation results was found to be

due to the numerical inaccuracies introduced during the integration in the evaluation of the

macro-models. These simple macro-models accurately represent the parametric dependency

of device degradation upon the rising input slope and the We/CL ratio.

4.1 The iRULE program

The procedural description of the program iRULE is given in Fig. 21. The algorithmic

complexity of iRULE is linear in the number of logic gates, as seen from the description in

Fig. 21. Two input files are required: the circuit description file and the device degradation

look-up table file. The format of the circuit description file is the same as that of SPICE with
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the following exceptions: (i) Specification of input waveforms is not required, as iRULE is

input-vector independent. (ii) The input file does not need .TRAN and associated command

lines, as iRULE does not run transient circuit simulations. The drain areas and drain

perimeters of the transistors are used to determine the parasitic drain capacitances, which

would be available (via an extraction program) from the layout provided. Alternatively,

the user can provide numerical estimates of these parameters. The ability to utilize circuit

extraction results is an attractive feature of iRULE for reliability estimation, which is derived

from the simplicity of the geometry-based macro-models used in iRULE. The output of the

circuit extraction tool, when the extractor is run on the given design layout, has virtually all

the information required by iRULE. As is the case with most parameters in iRULE, default

values are used unless explicitly defined. The device degradation look-up table, which must

be provided as an input file, is the table of (I'B) values as a function of rising input signal

slope a and ratio W,/CL. Given a circuit description file, the W,,/CL of each nMOS transistor

in a CMOS inverter can be calculated and so does the input signal slope a. The look-up table

is generated by varying a and W,,/CL in a certain range and calculating (IBB) for each point

of a and W,,/CL according to Eq. (31). Once the a and WICL are found out for a certain

transistor, the program goes into the table and finds the (IB) value for this transistor by

interpolation or extrapolation. Note, a separate table is needed for pass-gates. The output

file gives the (IBE) value, i.e., the amount of expected hot-carrier-induced stress, for each

critical transistor, and the mean (IBE) averaged over all critical transistors.

iRULE first reads in t ýe circuit description file and creates an internal representation of

the given circuit. iRULE determines the worst-case equivalent W/L ratio for each pMOS

block. This parameter is needed to compute the slope a of the rising input into gates being

driven by the logic gate under consideration. The effective load capacitance CL as seen

by each gate output is computed next. CL is needed to calculate the W,,/CL ratio, which
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serves as one of the two indices into the look-up table, and to compute the rising output

slope of each logic gate. Once the ratio WICL an-i the input rising slope a (which are

used to determine the degradation through interpolation via the look-up table) have been

computed, iRULE traverses through the internal circuit representation to determine the

critical transistors using the look-up table. Accurate interpolation is done using a technique

employing 3-dimensional isoparametric shape functions [31].

The computational cost of iRULE increases linearly with the number of transistors in

the given circuit, unlike simulation-based tools which have a non-linear cost-dependence on

circuit size. This allows iRULE to run on large circuits in a reasonable amount of time. The

results are shown in the next section.

4.2 Validation and time complexity of iRULE

To validate iRULE, its (IBE) results have been compared with the (IBE) values obtained

from running the circuit-level simulator iSMILE [2, 3] on test circuits with varying input

slopes, transistor sizes and capacitive loadings. Table 1 is a compilation of some of our

comparison results. Both circuits presented are 5-stage inverter chains. The one large

(negative) percentage difference, in Table 1, is due to the fact that the rising signal slope

a at the gate output is calculated using a closed-form expression (as given above) which

does not accurately take into account the contribution of previous stages to the rise-time

of the input signal. However this problem can be corrected by empirically modifying the

above-mentioned formula.

The results in Table 2 demonstrate that iRULE is very fast, even for the circuit consist-

ing of more than one million transistors. These results are for iRULE running on a SUN

SPARCstation 2, with 64 MByte physical memory and 256 MByte virtual memory. The

circuit "eld" is an industry circuit, and the other circuits-with the prefix 'R'-are circuits
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Ckt Stage Rise-time (nS) W/C ratio (m/F) iRULE iSMILE % Difference
inv5 stagel 1.0 1.976e+08 1.002e-08 0.858E-08 16.8

stage2 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.686E-08 0.1
stage3 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.652E-08 5.4
stage4 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.667E-08 3.0
stage5 4.545e+07 7.192e-09 0.702E-08 2.4

"inv5 stagel 1.5 1.976e+08 1.470e-08 0.125E-07 17.6
stage2 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.850E-08 -19.2
stage3 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.664E-08 3.5
stage4 1.976e+08 6.869e-09 0.667E-08 3.0
stage5 4.545e+07 7.192e-09 0.702E-08 2.4

Table 1: iRULE compared with iSMILE.

built by adding replications of the "eld" circuit. Fig. 22 is a plot of the data in Table 2.

The final column in Table 2 gives the ratio of CPU milliseconds per transistor. From

this column we see that by the time a quarter-million transistors is reached, the limit on

the workstation's available physical memory is beginning to become a constraint-in that

swapping between physical memory and disk is starting to become more frequent. In ad-

dition, the C memory allocation routine malloc() starts to incur higher overhead. This is

the reason for the slight non-linear trend for those circuits containing over a quarter-million

transistors. From the final column in Table 2 one can observe that for the 1.1 million tran-

sistor circuit, the use of virtual memory capacity is pushed to its limit. We observed that

the memory allocation routine malloc() began to fail when iRULE was run on -ircuits

larger than about 1.1 million transistors. Newer workstations, for example, a SPARCstation

10 with the capacity for a half-GByte (512 MByte) of physical memory, would be able to

efficiently swap even when using up to 1.25 GByte virtual memory. Therefore, it is clear

that iRULE, running on a more powerful workstation, should be able to efficiently handle

circuits with even over 10 million transistors. Table 2 shows what we expect in theory: iR-
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Circuit Number of CPU Ratio:
name transistors gates inputs outputs sees. mSecs/Transistor

eld 227 49 22 9 0.5 1.98
R1 454 98 35 9 0.9 1.87
R2 908 196 61 9 1.5 1.69
R3 1816 392 113 9 2.9 1.61
R4 3632 784 217 9 5.7 1.58
R5 7264 1568 425 9 11.2 1.54
R6 14528 3136 841 9 22.4 1.54
R7 29056 6272 1673 9 44.9 1.54
R8 58112 12544 3337 9 89.8 1.55
R9 116224 25088 6665 9 182.5 1.57
RIO 232448 50176 13321 9 389.3 1.67
R11 464896 100352 26633 9 878.0 1.89
R11.x 619710 133770 35499 9 1255 2.03
Rl1.y 805396 173852 46133 9 1723 2.14
R12 929792 200704 53257 9 2087 2.24
R12.x 1100042 237454 63007 9 2600 2.36

Table 2: iRULE run-times, on a SPARCstation 2.

ULE's run-time performance is linear with respect to the size of the circuit, unless memory

constraints are encountered. The linear run-time complexity is to be expected, as iRULE

has linear algorithmic complexity, as shown above.

Since iRULE does not use simulation, it is very fast, as demonstrated in Table 2 and

Fig. 22. For comparison, the fast simulation-based reliability tool ILLIADS-R [5] took 240

seconds on a 3,786-transistor circuit on a SPARCstation, whereas iRULE ran in just 11.2

seconds for a 7,264-transistor circuit. These circuits cannot, however, be simulated by

circuit-level reliability simulators.
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4.3 iRULE application-hot-carrier circuit A.C. lifetime

evaluation

iRULE has been successfully technology-transferred to AT&T Bell Labs at Allentown, PA.

The degradation macromodels based on the well-known substrate current model for hot-

carrier degradation were implemented on the AT&T IC design platform. iRULE predicted

circuit lifetimes based on the extrapolated transistor DC lifetimes(10% g.. degradation) and

the circuit duty cycle considering the worst case scenario. It reads SPICE-like input trans-

lated from ADVICE(AT&T simulation tool) circuit description file. Lifetime predictions

were made for a variety of circuits such as ALU, multipliers, comparators and other circuits

constructed from 0.9p•m and 0.5/im CMOS standard cell libraries. The predicted circuit AC

lifetime for a 0.5/pm 16x16 multiplier was longer than 30 years under operation It 100MHz

with 5.5V power supply. The 1042BG circuit, a transmitter receiver circuit with more than

90,000 transistors and extracted from the layout, was also successfully analyzed.

5 Fast dynamic reliability simulation

Various approaches have been made previously for modeling the hot-carrier related degra-

dation mechanisms in MOS transistors, and for estimating their influence upon long-term

circuit reliability. Hu et al. have proposed a semi-empirical relationship between the in-

terface trap density and the substrate current under static operating conditions [9]. Later,

the same approach has been adapted by Kuo et al. to circuit-level reliability simulation,

for estimation of device lifetime under quasi-static operating conditions [1]. The hot-carrier

reliability simulator HOTRON developed by Aur et al. also follows a similar approach [16].

Quasi-static lifetime estimation is based on the assumption that the stress conditions of

each transistor remain unchanged during dynamic operation. The authors have proposed a
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reliability simulation approach which accounts for the gradual variation of dynamic stress

conditions [32, 3]. A repetitive simulation scheme has been adopted to ensure accurate

prediction of circuit-level degradation. However, the detailed circuit simulation. needed for

determining the stress conditions of individual devices, restricts the computational efficiency

of reliability simulation approaches for very-large scale integrated circuits.

The reliability simulation tool presented here incorporates a new second-order polyno-

mial equation model for hot-carrier damaged MOS transistors for computational efficiency.

A repetitive simulation scheme proposed earlier by the authors [3] has been adopted to ensure

accurate prediction of the circuit-level degradation process under dynam, operating condi-

tions. Unlike many other fast timing simulators, ILLIADS is capable of providing analogous

voltage waveforms associated with each circuit primitive. A typical ILLIADS simulation

stra,,cJy of two cascaded gates is shown in Fig. 23. This unique feature enables fast and

accuraf,: -alculation of hot-carrier damages without significant increase of simulation time.

Simulation results dem'- .istrated that the proposed reliability simulation using ILLIADS can

provide a computational speed-up of several orders of magnitude, while achieving an accu-

racy comparable to that of transistor-level simulators. Thus, ILLIADS simulation tool offers

the capability for simulation of hot-carrier damages in very-large scale MOS circuits. The

fast simulation capability also enables the implementation of statistical reliability prediction

techniques, which did not exist in previous hot-carrier simulation tools [1, 16, 3].

5.1 Models for hot-carrier induced damage

The framework for a fast hot-carrier reliability timing simulation tool involves (i) modeling

the gate oxide degradation in the MOS transistor as a function of its operating conditions,

(ii) modeling the behavior of the MOS transistor with localized oxide damage, (iii) simulation

of gate oxide degradation during long-term circuit operation, and (iv) determination of the
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overall circuit performance after hot-carrier stress. The integration of these components into

a simulation framework is the prerequisite for accurate prediction of the long-term circuit

reliability characteristics.

The hot-carrier related degradation of the I-V characteristics of MOS transistors is at-

tributed primarily to the generation of localized oxide-interface traps near the drain (14].

The trap generation process can be characterized by the following simplified bond-breaking

current model.

IBB A B] IDS" (VDS - "SAT) (69)

with a • 2.3.

The interface trap generation model given by Eqs. (69) and (17) can be applied for pre-

dicting the long-term dynamics of hot-carrier induced device degradation as long as the

associated stress conditions, i.e. the terminal voltage waveforms remain unchanged. There-

fore, the use of the above degradation models must be restricted to shorter time intervals in

which the change of stress conditions may be neglected. To extend the simulation of device

degradation mechanisms over longer time intervals, the stress conditions must be updated

periodically by simulating the circuit operation with damaged nMOS transistors. This task

emphasizes the need for a simple and accurate device model to represent the behavior of the

transistor with hot-carrier induced oxide damage.

To enable the accurate simulation of circuit behavior during and after the process of hot-

carrier induced degradation, a simple empirical damaged MOSFET model has been newly

developed. Given the amount of hot-carrier induced damage by a few parameters such as

Nit, ard the terminal voltages, this model is capable of accurately representing the current-

voltage characteristics of the locally damaged nMOS transistor. The new model equations
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for the linear and saturated operating regions are given below.

{DS = - (2A(Vos - VT)Vns - BVDs2) for VDs < VDSATIDS= 2L. (70)

2L (C(VGs - Vý)2 + AVDs(VVs - VT)) for VDS _> Ž SAT

Here, the saturation voltage VDSAT is defined as

A

VDSAT = -(VGS - VT) (71)

Note that the current continuity condition at the linear-saturation region boundary dictates

the following relationship between the model parameters.

A
C =-i (2A- 7 A - A) (72)

It can be seen that the proposed simple transistor model depends on six independent

modeling parameters, i.e. A, B, Kp, VT, A and -/. The current equations are second-order

polynomials of the terminal voltage variables V0s and VDS in both the linear region and

the saturation region, and therefore can be handled by ILLIADS efficiently. The model

parameters can be updated during the reliability simulation as a function of the hot-carrier

damage level (Nit) to simulate the I-V characteristics of the damaged MOS transistor either

by using table lookup or empirical formula.

In previous reliability simulation approaches, complicated device modeling equations and

extensive updating of device parameters have been used. The new capability to simulate

damaged transistors without extensive parameter extraction before and after hot-carrier

stress is also valuable for the overall simplicity of the proposed simulation tool.

Figure 24 shows the I-V curves generated by using this simple model at different stress

levels.
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5.2 Reliability simulation algorithm

The fast dynamic reliability simulation is similar to the timing simulation except that only

the transistor model parameters become different after aging.

The ILLIADS program first partitions a circuit into DCCBs (DC-Connected Block).

When a DCCB is to be simulated, the entire observation period is first split into intervals.

The length of the interval is specified by the user. Fast timing simulation is then carried for

the gate in this interval. At the end of the interval, ILLIADS performs degradation calcula-

tion followed by an extrapolation. The average bond-breaking current is first computed, for

each critical transistor in the gate, using the following equation:

<IBB> = 1J IBBdt, (73)

where, t, is when the interval starts and te ends. T = te - t,. IBB is defined in Eq. (69).

Since VDS can be piecewise linearized, <IBB> can be expressed by a closed form. To be

specific, <IBB> can be expressed in a form:

<lBB> = C2 (VDS - VDSAT) + " ( VDs -- VDSAT)'+" cO(VDS - VDSAT)a+l, (74)

where, since VDS is piecewise linearized, VDS- VDSAT can be written as a ,,(t- t4)+ fl. c2, cI,

and co are expressed in terms of the transistor parameters, a, a,, and /,. The extrapolation

of the degradation level of each transistor is then done using Eq. (17).

Once the degradation level is found, the parameters of each transistor are then updated.

The process is illustrated in Fig. 25.

There are several advantages of doing reliability simulation using ILLIADS. First of all,

the speedup is tremendous. For a circuit as small as a 3-stage CMOS inverter chain, the

run time of ILLIADS on a SUN-4 Sparcstation was only 0.1 second while the circuit level

reliability simulation using iSMILE [2] took 3135.5 seconds. The speedup is already 4 orders

of magnitude even for a small circuit and increases with the circuit size.
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Secondly, since I'B is a pulse waveform, the choice of T is crucial. A large variation of T

can still result in the same <IBB> for one cycle simulation. This results in large error of the

degradation level. The remedy to this problem is to choose T large enough, for example, 10

cycles. For the same 3-stage CMOS inverter chain, the run time can immediately increase to

30,000 seconds for a circuit level reliability simulation, which is rather impractical. Thirdly,

due to the same reason, for large circuits, for example, a 32-bit CMOS ALU, dynamic

reliability simulation at the circuit level is formidable, if not impossible. In comparison,

ILLIADS takes only about 4 minutes to simulate the circuit for 51 cycles. Lastly. using

the dynamic reliability simulation approach, the most damaged gates inside a circuit can be

pinpointed.

Figures 26 and 27 shows the reliability simulation results for a 3-stage CMOS inverter

chain. As can be seen, the output waveform of ILLIADS matches that of iSMILE. Compared

with the complicated model used in iSMILE [33], this also shows that the simple MOS

transistor model is accurate. The departure of the degradation curves is within 10%. Notice

that the departure of the degradation curves may be due to the simple transistor model since

its maximum error is around 10%.

Figure 28 shows the cumulative degradation distribution of a 32-bit CMOS ALU. The

circuit consists of 3786 transistors (1038 logic gates). Run time for this circuit was 227

seconds. Notice that, if one cycle simulation was done, the run time will be only 4.4 seconds.

The same circuit was tested with 10 different random input patterns. The deviations in

distribution profile are almost negligible. For the ALU circuit tested, ILLIADS ,-inpointed

that the most damaged gates are the ones which produce the ALU outputs. A damage

histogram can also be generated using ILLIADS. Figure 29 illustrates the statistical distri-

bution of degradation levels in the 32-bit ALU circuit for operational stress periods ranging

from 3 months to 15 months. It can be seen that the percentage peak of shifts to higher
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degradation levels with increasing stress time, while the damage level tends to spread more

broadly among the devices in the circuit.

5.3 Application

ILLIADS has been successfully installed and demonstrated in AMD(Advanced Micro De-

vices) in Sunnyvale, CA. Future technology transfer of this program is in progress.

6 Summary

During the 1992-1993 project period, we have developed parametric macromodels for hot-

carrier resistant CMOS circuits. The macromodel approach is for the parametric evaluation

of hot-carrier-induced degradation of nMOS transistors operating in digital logic circuit

environment. The formulation of the macromodel helps to identify a small set of relevant

device and circuit parameters which influence the circuit reliability. It is shown that for a wide

class of CMOS and nMOS circuits, the dynamic degradation due to hot-carrier effects can be

expressed as a function of i) the nMOS transistor channel width Wn, ii) the load capacitance

CL, and iii) the input-voltage rising slope a. Using the macromodel analysis, simple design-

for-reliability rules based on layout geometry are proposed for various nMOS/CMOS circuits,

and for various operating conditions. The analysis results obtained for widely used circuit

configurations agree with recently published experimental findings.

The parametric design-for-reliability rule devised in this work is then applied for geometry-

based, early diagnosis of potential reliability problems in CMOS circuits. iRULE program

is developed for this purpose. We have demonstrated that iRULE is capable of analyzing

very large circuits with computational efficiency. It can be used effectively as a front-end

tool in a hierarchical design-for-reliability system. iRULE reads in circuit netlist and uses a
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table look-up method to identify critical hot-carrier damaged transistors. iRULE has been

successfully technology transferred to AT&T Bell Labs in Allentown, PA., for hot-carrier

A.C. lifetime estimation for their 0.9/m and 0.5,im technology.

We have also designed reliability tester chips for the verification of the developed macro-

model. The test structures are so designed that the hot-carrier damage could be measured

as functions of the circuit parameters. The chips has been manufactured by MOSIS using

CMOS n-well 1.2pm technology. Proposed measurements will be carried out in the future.

The fast timing simulation tool ILLIADS has been applied to reliability simulation. We

have proposed a simple six parameter model for nMOS hot-carrier degradation. The simu-

lation is fast and accurate. In the future, we plan to combine our reliability diagnosis tool

iRULE, fast timing simulation tool ILLIADS, and circuit level simulation tool iSMILE into

a design-for-reliability system software. It should be able to handle the reliability analysis

of very large circuits both for early diagnosis and for detailed transistor level simulation.
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Figure 1: Hot-carrier damage for nMOS transistor during rising and falling input.
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Figure 2: CMOS inverter circuit and typical input/output voltage waveforms.
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Figure 19: Framework for the macromodel-based reliability tool iRULE and for hierarchical

reliability estimation of VLSI circuits.
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Figure 20: Comparison of macro-model results with circuit-level reliability simulation results,

obtained by using iSMILE.
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begin
read-in circuit description file;
create data-structures & internal representation of circuit;
do (for all logic gates) {

distinguish between Source & Drain of each pMOS transistor;
determine worst-case (W/L)equiti of each pMOS block;
compute effective load capacitance CL;
compute rising signal slope at output;

}
read-in hot-carrier degradation look-up table(s);
do (for all uppermost nMOS transistors) f

extract the 2 device parameters serving as indices into look-up table;
if (within the range of look-up table) {

interpolate into table & compute (IBE);
} else {

report: out of table's range;}

compute mean (IBR) averaged over all critical transistors;
end

Figure 21: Algorithm
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Figure 22: MRULE performance vs. number of transistors.
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Figure 25: Process of ILLIADS Reliability Simulation
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Figure 26: Output Waveforms at the Last Stage of a 3-stage Inverter Chain
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Figure 27: Damage of the nMOS of the Last Stage of a 3-stage Inverter Chain
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Figure 28: Cumulative Degradation Distribution of ALU32
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MISSION

OF

ROME LABORA TORY

Mission. The mission of Rome Laboratory is to advance the science and
technologies of command, control, communications and intelligence and to
transition them into systems to meet customer needs. To achieve this,
Rome Lab:

a. Conducts vigorous research, development and test programs in all
applicable technologies;

b. Transitions technology to current and future systems to improve
operational capability, readiness, and supportability;

c. Provides a full range of technical support to Air Force Materiel
Command product centers and other Air Force organizations;

d. Promotes transfer of technology to the private sector;

e. Maintains leading edge technological expertise in the areas of
surveillance, communications, command and control, intelligence, reliability
science, electro-magnetic technology, photonics, signal processing, and
computational science.

The thrust areas of technical competence include: Surveillance,
Communications, Command and Control, Intelligence, Signal Processing,
Computer Science and Technology, Electromagnetic Technology,
Photonics and Reliability Sciences.


